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SUMMARY

A four month study and experimental program was undertaken to
determine if the MKI phosphorous pentoxide type of moisture meter

• could be used to measure the expected water vapor in the Martian
. atmosphere while being lowered to the surface in an instrument package

ejected from a space vehicle near this planet. An operating breadboard
b model of the proposed system was delivered which met or exceeded
. most of the criteria set forth by JP/_ for this project.

" For the system designed, temperature end sterilization require-
ments do not appear to impose any severe problems. The space and
weight requirements of one pound and 500 cc were surpassed, the model

" weighing approximately I l ounces with a volume of approximately 450 co.
-. Both of these can be readily reduced with additional routine engineering.

The overall maximum power requirement of 500 mw can be met. but
" there would be some advantages if more power were available.

The range of the instrument delivered was shown to be from $ to
" several hundred parts per million of water vapor. The present moisture
- sensor and system is believed to be capable of operation down to levels

_. of O, § ppm, but difficulties with providing calibrated moisture sources
in this low range prevented this performance being proved conclusively,

- This Froblem also prevented establishin 8 the accuracy of the readings
at the lowest rangeB but it is certainly better than _0°_ for moisture
levels above about S ppm. The bre&dboard was shown to be capable of

- operating at ambient pressures only as low as O. 5 atmospheres, being
- limited by the pump supplied. Othe_ similar pumps during the develop-

sent program operated as low as O. 15 atmospheres and this is believed
to be more representative of the capabilities of the present system design.

As a result of the information developed in this program it seems
•' -vident that a further modest engineering program would result in the
_ _onstruction of an engineering prototype of an instrument which would

satisfy all requirements for the measurement of the moisture in the

l_rti_n atmosphere in a simple and reliable manner.

!
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INTRODUCTION

This final report on/PL Contract No. 950207 describes the work
performed by Meteorology Research, Inc. over a four month period
directed toward demonstrating the feasibility of adapting the MRI phos-
phorous pentoxide type of moisture meter to the measurement of _he
water vapor expected to be encountered in the Martian atmosphere_

The MRI Model 901 Moisture Meter is a portable all purpose unit
designed for ground and airborne use, weighing about 20 pounds with
self co_tained batteries for 200 hours of operation, It covers a range
of about 10 to 30, 000 ppm of water vapor by means of scale switching.
It has been operated at altitudes up to 35, 000 feet. For the Martian
application it must withstand much mo_ rigorous environmental speci-
fications, including sterilization, and must be designed to size, weight
and power requ/rements which would permit its operation on an instru-
ment capsule dropped through the Martian atmosphere from a space
vehicle.

The operation of the instrument is based on the electrolysis of water
vapor absorbed by a sensor or cell containing phosphorous pentoxtdeo
The current resulting from the electrolysis is a direct linear measure
of the amount of water dissociated. A constant voltage is applied
across the sensor to cause the electrolysis,

The gas being measured is sampled by drawing a constant mass
flow of the gas through the sensor. This is furnished by a pump. A
flow sensor is also placed in the line. and the output of the flow sensor
controls the pump through a serve amplifier which keeps the muo flow
constant over the desired range of ambient pressure and temperature
co_ditions, A temperatture compensating means is provided to make
the operation of the flow sensor independent of temperature. The gen-
eral arrangement of this system is shown in Fig. 0. 1 on the foUowing pa_e_

The components of the system can be readily broken down into five
categories, which are described in detail in the following five sections
of this report:

1. The Moisture Sensor
2. The Flowmeter
3. The Pumping System
4. The Readout System
5. The Power Supply

MR i62 FR-48 A* 1
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Additional information is presented on the feasibility breadboard
instrument delivered as • result of this work_ and a discussion is also

" included on the systems problems and future work which might be
. undertaken in the further refinemont of the instrument. In a final

oection, the numerical results of the experiments are tabulated.

b
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| THE MOISTURE SENSOR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The phosphorous pentoxide moisture sensor used in these tests i_ in
theory a chemical moisture trap and electrolytic cell. The trapping agent_
P_OSp maintains a very low w_ter v_por pressure and equilibrates quite
rapidly. The elec_.rolytic cell has two platinum electrodes wound as a very
tight double helix on the inside of a small glass tube. The electrolyte, the

P205. x H_Q it_ introduced as a 10% solution in acetone. When the acetone
has evaporated, a potential is e.pplied across the two electrodes to drive
off the moisture which is presen. _ in the hydrate. The sensor is then
prepared to pick up moisture _rorn the _trnosphere, electrolyze itpand _ass

the current necessary to rear]. Since all the moisture trapped is
immediately electrolyzed and the drying agent is itself always dry as a
result of the electrolysis, it performs at a continual optimum. The over-
all chemistry of this system is:

(I) P205 + x H20 -----_PZ05" x HZ0

(2) P205" xH20 _ P205 + x_l 2+ _ 02 �current

According to Faraday's law, one gram equivalent of matter (9. 01 gins
_ of H20 ) is electrolyzed by one Faraday of current (9.65 x 104 coulombs).

Applying th_s principle to oar system we find that at a level of | ppm and
a flow rate of 10 cc/min we should get a current of 2.23 F Ao

(3) GmsH20/oec=ampsx 9.013 =_Ax9,3399x_0-11
.. 9.65 x 104 _,

-i (4) cc N2/sec : --I0 ,,.
' 60 ,_

. (5) GmsH20/ccN 2=_Ax9.3399xlO"|lx6= FAxS. 6039x10 "10

; (6) GmsH20/£N _= FAxS, 6039xI0 "10x103=l_AxS.6039x 10-7
h ,,

(7) GmsH20/GmN Z=FAXS.6039x10-7 _1 25=_Ax4,4831x10 .7

_ {8) Mgm_H20/GmN 2.-_Ax4.4831x10 "1 =FAx.44831

$, I ppm (by weight) = 2. 2306 F A

_ This is readily converted to flowc of other than 10 cc/min by multiplying L
by the factor flowllO. J'

' L
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES|

For developmental purposes the sensor is mounted mechanically in
series with a source of gas of variably controned moisture a_ flow rate
and _ flow sensing device. The cell ; s electrically in series with a battery
and an electrical meter. Iv. actual operation the only re_l change is the
substitution of available atmosphere for the moistur_ source, and a pump
controlled by a flow meter which provides a constant flow.

In most instances readings s re take_L on a calibrated microammeter

' with a 5 F A full scale with shunts to permit readings up to 30 i* A and an
amplifier to give readings of. 5 F A full scale. The cell currents are in
theory not voltage sensitive. However, response rates arevoita_e sen_it/ve
by factor of _. Therefore the maximum voltage which will not short out the

, syster _ usually the most desirable. Twenty-fou_ volts provides a
, s&tie_c_ory response r_te and does not short the system.

One of the major problems in testing this system is determinin 8 the
, exact amount of v_ter bein 8 delivered to the sensor per unit mass of

carrier gas. It is first necessary to obtain a source of gas with a known
• moisture content. This is quite difficult in the region of interest, namely,
; below I0 parts per million. We were unable to find any conmlercial source_

of such gas, o_her than nitrogen guaranteed to be "less than 9 ppm" or
* "less than S ppm" for example. There are no _noisture measuring devices
_ which will function in this region as a standard, so it is necessary to

determine the moisture content by indirect means.

_ A reference level of e_sentially zero moisture can be established by a
series of moisture traps. A P205 drFing trap is very eHicient, but all _hat

" ca_ be established is that the air passing through a fresh trap contains less
than 0. 1 ppm of moisture. Exactly how much less will depend upon the
flow rate, trap size, and the quantity of moisture previously trapped. I._

" the trap is mad_ like the sensor, with an electrolytic system, essentially
zero moisture can be obtained o

This technique bag two serious drawbacks. Firsts it only permitz
"_ero" moisture and second, it introduces background noise. One of the
end products of the electrolytic reaction (equation no° 2) is hydrogen.u,

These moisture cehs appear to be somewhat sensitive to hydrogen as shown
below.

(9) P;lO5 + x H "-_ x H20 compound of P

_ (10) PzOs + x H20 .---,'. P_Os • x HzO

MRI6Z FR-4g 1-_
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In order to eliminate this difficulty, a P205 sensor can be used as a
preliminary system dryer and then a liquid nitrogen cold trap used to insure
a zero moisture base line, After es_blishing the base line, progressively
v_rmer traps are substituted to control the moisture content over a broad
rznge. Such a _ystem i8 shown in Fig. I, l .

After establishing with great care what is believed to be a certain
moisture level by this method, it might be supposed that checking the
calibration or response of a moisture cell would he easy, Unfortm_tely.
this turned out to be the most difficult part. The source of gas of a com-
puted moisture content mvat somehow be connected to the sensor being
tested. There is ._ wealth of experience and information available concern-
ins techniques for handling zero moisture gassee, particularly in hlgh
vacuum systems. One makes a ti_h_ system end then bakes all the moisture
out of the walls. _rring leaks, there is no further trouble. Our problem,
however_ turned out to be vastly more dif/icult_ and was the msjo_ item in

i slowing the progress of the development.

We needed a system in which the moisture content could be varied and

t controlled up to a level of about 10 ppm. We found vet F little inform_t/on
about this problem in th, literature, and some of the reports of certain
"satisfactory" techniques we found to be inoperable and erroneous. No

i matter what scheme we used to connect the gas source to the sensor we were
plagued with a host of moisture sinks and sources in the connecting me_s.
These are of no consequence at high moisttwe levels, and at zero level_

! their effect can be eli._..!nated by heating. They can give era'ors of several
hundred per cent at moisture levels in the 10 to O. Ol ppm range, ho_ever.
These sinks and sources were characteristic of _the tuhing_ sealsj and
couplings which were necessary to connect the sensor to the gas source.

r

Following the recommendation of experimenters who claimed to have io
used them satisfactorily at these moisture levels, we employed teflon and
_s tubing and a silicon elaetomer was used to seal all the connections in

our early system_'. _uch time was lost before we were able to establish
that the eI_stomer, an_ _pparently meet similar el_ston _rs, contained very i
_rge qnant_ties of w_tez'. This wo_dd be given off into the system at i
irreg_ll_r inte_n_ls in amounts which would completely mask the desired
observations.

In a_dition to the proble_as in the connec_in_ tubing, it i8 necessa_/to
control the environment o_ the sensor itself as its construction i8 n_

t_sitively airtight. In our e_rly teflon systems we tried encasing the
sensor in teflon a_ diagrammed in Fig. I. 2 • Agter this proved unsntiefac-
tory, the _ensor .v_s mounted as in Fig. _. 3 which provided _ gas environ- ,
_.e_ _or _he sens_ which _e Ide_ical to the gas passiua_ through the e

19640014128-010
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" sensor, This was done by having the environment be the discharge gas
- from the sensor°

We finally went over entirely to stainIese steel tubing with ferruled
joints. This is by no meo_s perfect, but is the best we have been able to
find to date. Its use e_bled us to get satis_ctory calibrations of the
sensors down to 3 ppm. L_wcr moisture levels were still givin_ err__c
results, despite the most careful cleaning and handling of the s_inless
tubing and connections.

With our stalnless steel system we h_ve potted the sensor in a ha_d
setting epoxy. The working cell is in a metal case with _ high temperature
epoxy filler. It weighs. 25 ounces and Ires a volume of. I cu. inch and is
shown in Fig. I. 4.

OBSERVATIONS

All of the early calibration system setups proved to be useless except
as clues to improving design of the system itseIL They provide very little
meaningful data about the sensors. Some of the errors discussed in the
next section are based on these e_rly observat/ons but they were systems
which do not supply a fine control ove_ a very low moisture level.

Using the teflon and silastlc system it was possible to obtain milimic_o..
ampere readings. Baking the sensor for several hours and then cooling
gave a rea_.ing which implied a 2 ppb moisture content. However, turning
the heat lempoff for a few hours _esulted equilibration to a level of 30 or

40 ppm. Removal of silastic eliminated this problem.

For high level re_dtngs of lO0 ppm and up, the re_ults of senso_
output versus moisture are quite linea_, Below this, as reported by othe_
investigators, the silastic which w_s used as a sealing agent yields water at
a sufficient rate to maintain readings several fold h/ghor than the moisture
_hich could pass the cold trap would produce.

Theoretically a change in flow should produce a parallel change in
microamp output reading from the sensor, as the moisture content being
introduced to the sensor per unit time should be a function of the flow rate
as well as the moisture content of the carrier gas. In actual observation_
however, when the system has been taken to a relatively dry state, wb_t
occurs is the reverse; an increase of flow will produce a reduction in
current glow. This is a temporat_y reduction and rea_Jin_ will rise back
to normal background. However tMs causes some doubt _s to whether the
readings are actually due to moisture being carrle_ by the gas. It would
certainly indicate t hat they _re not due to moisture being carried through
the moisture trap_ bF gas but that they are probably caused by moleture

MRI6Z FR.48 1.4
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bei-_ #eleased from a moisture source some place in the system between
- the trap and the sensor itself.

In an attempt to eliminate the above mentioned irregularities the
stainless steel system v_s put together. On the first run using the systems
the system itself was dried with high-purity dry nitrogen gas passed
through _ 30 =inch P205 _¢n_o_ to _eiuove _he L_st few par_ per mii_ion.
After approximately 60 hours of drying, th_ cold trap _va_ filled with liqu/d
nitrogen and the sensor by-pused. This permitted a thin layer of ice to
accumul_te inside the coil while stil! drying the sensor and all of the
stainless steel located between the sensor and the coil. This ice layer
insures the presence of moisture when the system is a11owed to v-arm.
After approximately 90 hours at 40 cc/mtn the current was approximately
3 microamps. Therefore the apparent indicated moisture _s approximately

.... 35 ppm.

This was considered background, as it held for _eral hours s_d then
- started to rise slightly but leveled and he_._lagain. Rapidly removir_ the

liquid nitrogen and replacing it with ethanol cooled to -Ill. 6"C started the
warmup. After II. 5 hours the temperature was -75"C and the moisture
content should have been greater than I ppm. The reading was still
approximately 3 microamps or. 35 ppm. The cold traF cell was then
removed from the cold b_th and allowed to w_m _apidly to room t_mper_-
ture. This produced a reading which rapidly _ose to levels above 500
mgm/kgm.

Several cha_ges were made in the system at this poir_ i_ an attempt to
eliminate this effect. The first was based on the assum_=_o_ _t the 90 volt
potential employed might be causin 8 the syste_r_ .o equilibrate wi_h some
hydrate of the PZ05 pre_e_t which w_s not as efficient a dehydrating agent
as some of the others. To correct this, the voltage was changed to 22.5
volts on the assumption that this would probably cause equilibration with a
different hydrate. Since there was some possibility that the gas coming
out of the cold trap might still be cold when it reached the sensor an_
possibly even be freezing the sensor, a second coil was introduced which
was kept at ambient temperatures, This coil appears in the _,iagram of the
stainless steel system, however i_ was not in the system originally.

A recorder plotting cur_en_ ou_ut from the sensor w_s added to the
system at this point and the drying process was recorded. It is a fairly
smooth curve behaving _nuch _s could be expected, However, in this
instance when we shunted _¢ _irst sensor being use_ _s a drying trap we
did not have the coil previously set in liqui_ nitrogen. Ccntrary to what
might be expected this did not produce _ rapid increase in the readings, i
When there was no increase we allowed this system to run and it took 5.5
hours before the moisture in the _ystem produced any effect on the sensor.

MI_6Z FR_48 1-5
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We assumed that this was due to the shunted t_.ap still havlq some effect
through _._f_usion. For this reason, when the system was dried for the next
run, after insertlojj the toll in liquid nitrogen and before alIowi_j the
_rmup to start, the sen_or beit_ used as a drying trap was completely
removed from the syat_m and the system closed rather than simply shunted.

This system had a background reading of 3. Z mtcroamps even though
the cold bath temperature et the start was approximately -119"Co The
background readings not only did not come up with increasing temperatur_
but they continued to f_ll em additional, 04 microsm_e. When the tempera-
ture had risen to .S0"C which should have been passing Z9 ppm through the
cold trap, the readls_gs suddenly started to come up Comparatively rapidly
and rose con_InuaUy to I0 pl_n at which time the experiment was stopped.

It is possible to explain the above result by assuming that the apparent
background of 3 m/croamps was not actu_ly s dry system background

I reading, but that this was the reading produced by the moisture being d_iven
off from some hydrated form of P20S, but there are several _&tes of
phosphorous pentoxlde, phosphoric acid, pyrophosphoric acid, metap_os-

i phoric acid - the water contents of which are indicated as follo_s.

. 2H3P04 -- PZ0S" 3H_0

! H6P2O7 = PZ05. 2Hz0

ZHP03 = PZ05" H_0

It would be possible to electrolytic_lly remove the water from these
I hydrate s according to the following reaction pattern:

4•½.o +.,o
i z. r'o4 4Pzov+

H_z0 _ _ ZH_3 �HzO

+
! ff this be so, then we probably have a series of such apl_rent back.

_round readings, each one indicating the potential difference between the
_, hydrat_ being formed and the hydrate being broken down. It would not be
_ unreaaon_ble to assume th_ euch dehydration orocess, of removal of wate_

of crystallisation in this case would take in excess of IS, 000 hours as
indicated by the following calculations:

I Mi_6_ FR.48 _-& _
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.1 m_ H3P04 in coating

. Mol. wt. H3P04 _ 100

.1 mgm H3P04 _ 10 °6 moles H3P04

10 -6 moles = 6 x 107 molecules

3_ A _1010 molecules/aec

6x1017 = 6x107 sec
1010

1.5 x 104 hr.

The addition of water in the r_anner in which we have done in our

previous setups would then not be able to cause a significant increase in
rate of reaction but would rather for quite some time be electrolyzed only
at the same rate as its potential difference would pern_t_ the ezcess of
water beyond this being taken in to reverse the process and cause hydration
to OCCUr.

It is possible however to greatly increase this rate of removal of water-
of crystallization. Most chemical rea_¢ions will approximately double theii"
rate for e_ch I0 "C increase in the temperature of the system. Also thei_
reaction rate will vary approximately proportionately to the driving force
of the reaction. Therefore, by applying heat to the system and boosting the
voltage it would be possible to increase this rate. An increase of approxi-
mately I I0 'C would cause a rate increase of approximately 2, 000 fold and
an increase in the voltage of four fold would bring this up to approximately
an 8_ 000 fold inert ass in reaction rate. At this rate it would take somewhat
in excess of 50 hours to dry the system. The reason for the uncertainty of
holy long is primarily that as the system gets drier the reaction will slow i
down,

It is possible that a senso_ design modification could shorten this time
considerably, The present senso_ has the electrodes wound inside the

g_ss which produces lax'ge PzO5 pockets that have little or no potential for
electrolysis. If a plating technique couM be employed these spaces would

be eliminated and the P_0_ present might be reduced to 5 to _0_ oJ that
needed currently. Thisw-ould shorten _he drying time an additional 90 to
95%.

A further improvement might be to shape the inside of the sensor in
the form of a cone. This woul_l give a swirl to the air passing through.
The effect would be to effectively increase the length of the cell without

actually increasing its length or quantity of P_O 5, but this would be a
difficult mechanical constz_tction and other means should be tried fleet.

MRI62 FR-48 1-7
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The most obvious tecbJ_iq_e wouM be to reduce the thickness of the

: P20_ ©eating in the standard seneoro This was subsequently done, and the
I r_sults of the tests with such • configuration seemed to indicate that

moisture sources and sinks in the connecting _bing were still playing a
i major part in the or=eric behavior at very low moisture levels.

EI_ORS AND LIMITATIONS

This system has several inherent sources of error which ca_ be grouped
in three major categories: spurious moisture input, mass flow control, and

i measurement of electrolytic current. Two source _ of erro_ in moistureinput for all test systems are i_e_nsl sinks and sources. |ntern_l sources
are effectively eliminated by continuously pumping dry air through the
system until it is satisfactorily dehydrated and no further changes in

1 current occur. With the system modified to remove the background _eading0
this would be when a smooth continuous zero occurs, In a continuous flow

system, moisture sinks are not a major problem in terms of magnitudesince they will saturate, but they do interfere with response rates when flow

or moisture changes° This will not be true if there is a large P20, sink,
as its moisture capacity would cause it to take up all of the water _r quite
some time.

I For those test systems in which moiJture is regulated continuously by
J a cold trap from a l_se llne to a high level there is the additional error due

to temperature measurement of the bath. This ie reduced to a minimum by
t having a copper-constant_n thermocouple attached directly to the cold trap
I coil. Such _ system gives a. (_18 millivolt change per *C approximately

and is therefore quite accurately measurable _o within at least _ 1 o. The
thermal conductivity of stainless steel i_ sufficiently high that there is
thermal equilibration of the air flow to within • 1 _. We can, therefore, know !

our moisture input to approxim:_tely _5_ at any level under steady state
f c_ _ditions.

With regard to the measurement of mass flow. we are using the same
I thermistor flow meter which has been designed for the operational system, t

This meter is discussed elsewhere in this report, however for the p_rposes _t
! of this section, it is definitely not limiting.

: A 5 microamp full-scale ammeter was m_ed for current meastwement.
It hac_ a 10 times amplifier _nd v_s scaled to permit 3% readings at all

i ranges from 0. 01 microampe to §, 000 mtcroamp_.

; With reference to the moisture sensor itsel_, it has p_.eviously been

I noted that a dried and baked.out cell has a current output equivalent to two i

parts per billion. This indicates that the inherent lowest moisture level

i that can be detected by this technique is very small indeed, and probably :;

'|,
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limited by the ohmic resistance of the ceJ.l, The behavior of the cells during

our test runs seems to i1_iicate that with the relatively thick P20S coatings
we w_re using there could be a low-level rrmfJking e_fect caused by inter-

chau_ing of moisture between parts of the P;_0_ in the cell which _re not
subject to the electrolyzing voltage, and thoie'which are between the wires

wh_re they _re _ubj©ct t_, cl_c_ro'F_i_. _'e b_lleve e_inee_ing improve-
ments on the present cells would permit moisture levels of 0.5 ppm to be
measured, with levels of 0.01 ppm becoming possible aries" considerable
design improvement in the construction of the cell internal parts, We
believe it likely that our sensors in their present form are capable of much
lower readings than the 3 ppm we were able to obtain in our calibration
runs (Fig. I. S), but it was not possible to determine this because of the
difficulties with the moisture standard which were described above, Exten-

sive tests _f sensors with various coating thicknesses to determine the
effect of this variable on sensi_,ivity, range, time constant, output, etc.,
had been planned, but it was not possible to c&rry *hem out in the time
available, because it was necessary to spend the time on moisture standard
experimentation.

A question has been raised concerning the possible e_aporation of the

P205 if the cell is expcged to the high vacuum of oute_ space for a long
period of time, such ss during transit to Mars° It has not yet been esta-
blished if this would occur. However it would no_ be a serious problem

since it can be checked by terrest_°ial experiments in a vacuum chamber,
and if no other solution is found the c_ll can readily be sealed during it_
flight.

In summary, the PzO_ moisture sensing cell in its present form
appears to be capable of" e_fectively measuring the moisture in the expected
Martian atmosphere over & range of at least three to several hundred parts
per million, and is probably capable of measuring much smaller values.
The expected ambient conditions, and presence of other gases will not
seriously affect its ope_.&tion,

MRI62 FR-4$ l-?
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THE FLOWMETER SYSTEM

GENERAL

The moisture absorbed by the sensor v_ill be a function of the mass
flow of gas through _he sensors and this quantity must be know_ if the _aen_or
e_ectrical output is Co have any absolute significance. If the mass flow
varies, i_ must be measured simultaneously with the sensor output, or must
be capable o_ determination by indirect means. Measurement or computation
of this variable is avoided, however, if the f1_v is kept constant at serve
known value. This is the scheme used in the _I moistur_ meter on which

this development is based.

A heated thermistor bead placed in the gas stream will be cooled by the
gasp and when placed in a Wheatstone bridge arrangement will give a signal
output proportional to mass flow. The bridge output is amplified i_J an
amplifier and through conventional serve techniques drives a pump which
creates and thus holds a constant mass flow, The pump system and its
serve are described in Section 3.

The simple s_,stem described above operates satig_actorily under normal
ambient conditionsp but when expolsed to extremely high or low temperatures
there is an error caused by the ambient temperature changing the resistance
of the thermistor. This error can be eliminated by a thermostatically con-
trolled heater keeping the £1owmeter at a constant temperature (above
ambient), or by use of a compensating thermistor whose temperature is
controlled. This latter system has certain advantages and has recently
been applied to the conventional MRI moisture meter, and has been used on
the Malti_n unit as well, It is described in detail in the following paragraphs.
A third system of temperature compensation has bee_*,proposed, but not
tested, which utilizes an alternating current to heat the thermistor, This
would be more economical of power than the two systems outlined above, and
should be tested in the future for possible application on this project.

Temperatawe Compensated Flow Sensor:

Two thermistor beads are used. The "active" bead is placed next to a
consCriction in the gas flow to be measured so that the gas strikes it and
cools it. The "compensating" bead in the cavity filled with the same gas is
located so no flow cools it, Both beads are mounted in a block through which
the flow passes as shown in Fig, 2. I, They are arranged in a Wheatstone
bridge in the usual way so that the electrical output from the bridge varie0
with flow rate, This output us_ally also varies with ambient temperature,
To prevent this, the block is heated by a transistor held in good thermal
contact with itp and the current flowing th_'ough this transistor ie made to
vary directly with the voltage across the compensating bead (Fig. 2. _).

2-!
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. Thi0 forms a negative feedback loop in which (for a _iven gas composition)
'_ the compensating bead resistance--and hence temperauare--remain nearlyw

constant in spite of wide ambient temperature changes. The circuit can be
adjusted to maintain the compensating bead temperature at any chosen value--
this would be chosen to maintain the block rathe_ above the highest ambient
tempe rature expected.

The advantage of controlling the block (and gas) temperature with _es_:_ct
_o the co_npenuating thermistor, rather than keeping it constant as with a
thermostat, is that the temperature of both beads is maintained constant in
face of changing gas conductivity and specific heat as well as changing
ambient temperature. This causes the mass flow to var--"_t-'_'a predictable
and fairly small extent with conductivity and specific heat. W_th thermosta_

J

type control the mass flow would vary to a greater extent, and this variation
would also depend on the t_mperature/resistance characteristics of t_he

individual thermistors used. The reasons for this are given b_low.
i

Wa, Wc = power dissipated in "active" and in "compensating" beads

I s : C = gas specHic heat at const_mt pressure
, P

k : gas thermal conductivity

p = gas density

a = bead radius

V ffi velocity of gas past bead

m _ mass flow of gas

i A _ area of gas channel near "active" bead

• Ta. Tc : temperature of "active" and "compensating" beads

1 t ffi temperature of gas near beads, (ffi block temperature) i

] King's Law can be applied to the power dissipation of the active bead if
! it is assumed that the bead approximates to a cylinder of radius a and i

length 2a:

! wa - +

1 and Wc = 4_'ka (Tc- t)

ignoring convection in both expressions.

W ffi _a{k+Z_/ks-_-m'}{T - t}

i f,

Z-Z

i,
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In the mois_re meter, the sensor is operated in a servo loop with

which varies such that - (i. t_.e thermistorpump, on 'ia bridgee,,
balances at all times), So we have by combining t_ze expressions for

N N

This relation applies whether or not the sen.or is temperature con°

I trolled. H it is not. variation in ambient tempe_'ature has a large effect
on _he ratio _ / Wc as well as a smaller one on the gas "constants" s
and k_ If _he block temperature is simply fixed, by a thermostat-heated

ar_ang_ment_ effects of change in azabient temperature are of course
eliminated, However, changes in s and k due to variation in the chcrnlcal
composition of the gas will not only sheet _J_e ratio ._/s, but also change the

i temperature of the beads with the result that Wa and Wc will both vary..

according to the temperature/resistance characteristics of the beads. The

[ consequent variation in _/W c , and hence m_ is large.

Now if heater feedback is applied to the block such that Tc , rather
than t, is kept _onst_it, both Wa and Wc _emain constant*-in spite of

_ changes in k _nd s t as well as in ambient temperature. We can now
write for any gas or mixture of gases, at any tamperat_re withln the
controlling range of the feedback loop

k
rn = (constant) x _ .8

The ratio k/s varies much less than either k or s individually, among
common 1_a_es not too near their boiling point.

T_ble of Specific Hea_ (at Constant Pressure) and Conductivity
_ For a Few Gases

_ &IR, . N_, 0 2 Hz He CO 2 NH_

kx 10 +4 ,57 ,5_ o5_ _o61 3o4 ,.31 .45

s (= _ .2'_ .25 . _,?., 3.38 1. Z5 • 19 .52

ksx 10+4 .14 .1_ .1_ 1_.3 4,_ .06 .Z3

k/_ x 10+4 Z. 4 Z, I _. 5 lo 08 Z. 7 I. 63 .88

Z°3
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_+ Flow System Characteristics:
_k

With the temperature compensating system in use, it will be noted
_ tha_ the flow system inch_des t_vo oervos driven from the thermistor bridge
_ circuit, one controlling the flow _nd the other the temperature compen-

sation. Their detailed circuits are shown in Section 6, which describes
+_ the breadboard. The flow serve portion of the flow system is very similar
=_ to the temperature _ervo of th_ _yete._... Th_ _1o_ _n_o_+s active bead, as
_. mentioned earlier, is mounted in the path o_ the moving air and ia cooled
:_ by this flow of air. The bridge is so adjusted that when the desired rate of
-_ flow is established the bridge i_ in balance. Th_ serve _plHier 1+ecelves

th_ b_ta_ce _i_nal and controls the pumping rate as described in the pum_

The power requirement for the flow sensor is about 80 milliwatts fo_
_, the flow function. The heater requires about 300 milliwatts for about 10 to
_" _0 seconds for warmup and then _onsurnes about 110 milliwatts with the

flow sensor uninsulated. This, of course, varies as a function of ambient

ii temperature and represents the worst expected con_.'tionso Ordinary foam
"" insulation can re_ily reduce the steady state heater current by an order of

-_ magnitude. The initial warmup power can be spread out over a longer or
_ shorte_ period than the I0 to _0 seconds p_'ovided, with of course approxi-

r_ately the same total electrical energy consumed.

i The flow sensor weighs 0. I ounces including the heater transistor. It
uses a volume of. 15 cu. in. The weights and volumes _ the serve systcms

+_ are discussed under the pump section.

The flow sensor can sense a flow change of less than. 05 cc per minute
+" for flows between I and 40 cc per minute.

Running three flow sensors continuously for three months there have
+r" been no failures. More meaningful reliability statistics would require
+ greater calendar time; however, two other flow sensors using the same

components, less the heater transistor, have been used for thre¢ y¢ars
without any failure. Meteorology R¢search, Inc. has n+ver had • failure

_ of any ilow sensor which was being used properly which had run past an
initial break-in period of 48 hours.

_._ Since the operation of the flow sensor depends upon the c_olin_ of a
heated element by the gas flowing past it, an investigation was made to

i determine if the lowest gas density expected to be encountered in the
,_ M_rtian application would still be sufficient to permit this mode o_ oper-

ation. Tests showed that the flow senior could be used down to pressures

i Of O.01 atmospheres, so this would not be a problem in this application.
At somewhat lower pressures, in the micron and sub-micron pressure
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rsnp. the heated thermistor starts acting simil&rly to a Pirani or thermo-

couple v_cuum gauge, and then is adfectod by the pressure.

The f!ow sensor as provided fulfills the reqlzi_'em_nts for the proposed
- Mars operations. The alternatlng current type, which has been studied

independently by MK], shows excellent promise o_ providing a similar
flow sensor flmction while permitting immediate warmup and with less
continuous heater power.
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THE PUMPING SYSTEM

T GENERAL DISCUSSION

The pump development program was initiated by investigatin 8 all
i! existing low capacity pumps in the range 0 to 200 co/rain at st_ndar_

tc,,-npe_tu_e and pressure with a head pressure of at least one inch of
water. All pumps investigated {piston, _ar, vane, diaphragm, turbine
and peristaltic) failed in regard to one or more of the following general

p

requirements; namely: weight, size, operating temperature limits,
vlbr_tion _nd input power. By modifying designs and using special materials,

it is quite possible that one or two available pump systems could be utilized,
except that the input power requirement could not be met regardless of the
extent of modification. The only pump system which exhibited promise of

_ r_eeting -,II requirements, including low input power, was a vibrating
diaphragm type such _s are commonly employed in _quarilm_ _eratlng

systems. No such _quarium pumps are in existence which wo_Id meet the
i specifications, so it was necessary to undertake the development" of _, new

pump uti.lizing the b_sic principles employed in _quarim'n diaphragm pumps.
It i= ol interest to note that this type of pump is extremely reliable and
extremely long lived, i.e. it is quite common [or such inexpensive pumps
to operate contintlously 24 hours a day for _ year or more without _ilure.

1 Basically this pump is nothing more than a diaphragm stretched across
a small chamber fitted with two small fl_pper v_lves to conta'ol the flow, as

"_ shown in Fig. _. I. This method of moving sm_ll quantities of gasses at low
. pressures is ivherently efficient since frictional losses in the piston diao

phragm and _iapper velve system can be made small and proper design of
" the intake and exhaust port_ and ducting will reduce air drag and turbulentr

_ losses to an insignificant level. The principal energy loss will occur i_ the
drive system, consisting of the transistor circuitry, _]_c_ro-mechanical

i diaphragm drlve_ and coupling between the driver _nd the diaphragm.

The development program was divided into two s_ctions, one pertaining
i'_ to the driver and the associated equipment, _nd one pertaining to the

diaphragm and valve system.

DIAPHRAGM AND VALVE SYSTEM

An extensive search was made for diaphragm and valv_ material which

i would s_tisfy the _ollowing requirements:

I. High strength in the thickness r_n_e I/Z to 2 mils
i _. High strength _t low and high temperatures

$. Low coefficients of thermal expansion
4. Light weight
5. Low shrink,ge with time, temper_,ture and humidity changes

MRIbZ FIt- 48 3-_
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6. Chemically inert

7. Negligible water absorption
8. High flexural strength

Three materials were found which satisfied most of these requirements;
silicone rubber, teflon, and mylar. Silicone rubber was eliminated because
it could not be obtained in thicknesses less than approxlma_ly 0. 030 inch.
Teflon was eliminated because it had negligible tear and flexur_l strength in
the form of thin films less than 5 mils thickness. Dupont Mylar Polyester
Film was selected because it met or exceeded every requirement. It can be
obtained in some five standard thickneQses in the range I/4 rail to 2 rail,,
Some of its properties are indicated below_

m

Tensile Strength: 20, 000 psi

Break Elong&tion: 100%

B_rsting Strength: 45 lbs per rail

Tear Strength: 15 grams per rail

+ Folding _ndurance: ) 100_ 000 ( 180" crease type folds)

Melting Point: _50" to 265 ° C

Service Temperature: -60" to 150" C

Coefficient of Therma] Expansion: 15 x 10 .6 in/in/'F

Shrinkage: Z to $ per cent (30 m:_n at 150"C

;_ Moisture Absorption: Less than 0. $% (tota_ emersion)

Hygroscopic Coefficient Expansion: I l x 10.6 in/in/_0 IIH

!_ Fungus l_esistance: Inerto

Acid _m_lSolvent Resistance: F_y,ce_ent

Since it is critical to the performance of the pump thatthe flapper valves
and diaphragm do not change shape at high or low tempe1'atures, numerous
sample_ in the _hlcknes_ range I/4 to Z mils were tested at -5"F and 310"F
(-20'C and 154"C) for several hours. Such tests would in n_ w_y change the

_' physical properties of material itoelf but i_tern_l stresses _d shrinkage
i could cause _ $_ple to change shapes e.g. curl, etc. Samples were cut t

in the fo_'m of sqm_res (I in. x I in. ). rectangles (_ in, x _ _. ), _I Clr_e_

(I-I/Z in, o.d. ) and _ubjected to the _emper&t_r_ exWemes indicated. Plain
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Mylar did not curl or deform in any manner except for an initi_1 irreversible

shrinkage of 2 - 3e/0 at the high temperature as specHied by the manufacturer.

_ The same results were obtained when the samples were placed on a fiat pla_
or clamped between two flat plates. Extreme _urling was observed for Myla_

samples vacuum plated with thin _oatings of al_inurn. The conclusions

drawn from these series of experiments indicate that Mylar is ideally suited

to this application and that it is only necessary to use pure Mylar film which

one hour.

An experimental pump powered by a solenoid was fab_'icated to measure

pumping speed and efficiency as a function of various Mylar diaphragm and

flapper valve thicknesses. The diaphragm thickness was varied over _e
range 1_ 5 mils to 3 mils and the valve thickness 0. 5 mils to 1.0 mils. No

measurable performance change was observed as a function of valve thick-

- hess and only a slight change was observed for the v&rious diaphragm thick-
nesses as shown in Fig, 3.2.

- Various flapper valve support methods were tested as shown in Fig. 3. 3,

Configuration (A) provided maximum sapport for the valve with regard to

environmental vibrations and acceleration loads; however, such an arrange-

- ment restricts the air flow thus reducing the pumping speed. /n addition,

temperature changes alter the tension of the valve due to the expansio_ and
contraction of the Mylar ribbon which would the_ make the pumping speed

- sensitive to temperature. Con/iguration (C) provides low resistance in the

open position and is insensitive to temperature changes; and, therefore, is

used in the final design.

The Mylar manufacturer informed us that we could expect essentially

unlimited life from such diaphragms and valves due to the low stresses

" involved and limited operating _mperatu_'es. Bending of the flapper valves

could cause eventual failure; however, Dupont has obtained more than

I00, 000, 180 _ crease type folds before failure. It is estin_ated that greater

than I0 B small angle flexures can be sustained by Mylar before fatigue

influxes would occur. Several 0. 5 to 2 rail Mylar valve and diaphragm

assemblies have been operated continuously for periods u_ to Z0 hours at a
drive frequency of 250 cps without measurable change in pumping speed.

Many hours of handling, modifying and adjusting Mylar diaphragms _d

valves during the various development a_d testing activities have shown

them to be extremely rugge_ and durable. Reasonable care in manufacture

and assembly to eliminate holes, cuts, or creases will produce a pump

diaphragm and valve system with essentially unlimited life when subjected

_o the specified environment.

Upon selection of the diaphragm and valve material _d thickness a
prototype pump was fabricated to deter_nine experimentally _e optimum
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diaphragm size and configuration for the particular humidity probe load and
driver {motor, solenoid, acoustic speaker, etc. )combination.

The diaphragm driver produces a force which is resisted by the spring
constants of the system and the different_.al pressure appearing across the
diaphragm during the intake and exhaust strokes. Sources of these forces
are illustrated for an intake strok_ in Fig. 3.4 usin_ an acoust_i¢ _speaker
type drive unit.

The resulting motion of the diaphragm can be obtained from Newton's
Force-Acceleration Equation, i.e. :

. _cs- K_- Ae{% - Pi _" MeAe {i_

where:

Fc = Input force of voice coil.

S = Displacement of coil and diaphragm from neutral position.

-E c S = Elastic re,training force due to voice coS! supports.

-EDD = Elastic restraining force due to diaphragm material.

Ae = Effective area of diaphragm which acts as a piston.

1_o = Pressure outeide of pump.

Pi = Pressure inside of pump.

"Ae(Po "Pi ) = Restraining force due to pressure differential across
diaphragm.

i

Me = Moving ma_s consisting of voice coil, diaphragr_,
linkage, etc.

Ae = Acceleration of Me.

The pressure differential (Po "Pi ) is dependent upon displacement (S)
I and dS/dt thus,

: then

MR 162 FR-48 3-4
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P = f (S, dS/dt) is rather difficult to determine because of turb_ence and

drag forces introduced by the air moving through the humidity probe,

connecting tubing, _nd intake flapper valve. A first order approximation
which greatly simplifies the analysis is to assume _P = f(S ). This

sirnplication leads to the rel_.tionship

Pumping Speed _._-. Ae (4)
. 1-T'2-a

assuming p_rameters as driving driving frequency0
all other such force,

etc. are constant. No_-rnalizing the pumping speed at 350 cc/min for a

_. diaphragm diameter of l, 45 in. yields the curve 3hewn in Fig. 3.5. An

experimental curve obtained by varying the diaphragm diameter at a fixed

sinusoidal frequency and amplitude applied to the voice coil of a speaker

._ drive is shown in Fig. 3.6. This curve corresponds very well with the

theoretical curve thus verifying the existence of an optimum diaphragm

size for particular load and driver combination.

T

Since the diaphragm is constructed of I rail Mylar, it is necessary to
place s washer in the center of the diaphragm to form a rigid piston thus

T reducing the Mylar diaphragm to a narrow _rmular ring which acts as aflexible seal between the washer and the pump outer wall, as illustrated

in Fig. 3_ 7. Three different sizes of washers were then teoted to obtain

maximum pumping speed as shown in the curves of Fig. 3.7.

The foregoing discussion, analysis and experimental data combine to

T specify the optimum diaphragm configuration for the particular load, driverj. mech&nism, pump housing, and valve system used--namely_ a diaphragm
7/8" o.d. and a piston area 50% of the diaphragm area. The results clearly

i_ indicate the process to follow to optimize the pumping speed of any drive,
pump chamber and valve system° Additional experimental data relating

pumping speed with drive frequency and exhaust manifold dimensions is

T presented in the section of this report _evoted to the voice coil drive,
L

_:MP POWER UNITS

': Four different pump power unit_ were designed_ fabricated and tested.

Results of these investigations are given below.
T
£ DC Motor Drive:

i_ An extensive survey of existing motors was conducted with essentially
negative results. That is, several fractional horsepower mil-spec motors
which meet the environmental requirements are svailable_ however, they

' require too much power by a factor of three or more. These motors were

- also too large in weight and size although redesign could improve these

conditions. Model airpZane motors were investigated and found to be most

MR 162 FI_48 3-5
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,_ promising since they are small, light in weight, and operate on less than

250 mw of power. Three motors were tested by connecting them with a

_ F_mple crank (Fig. 3.8) to a 1 rail Mylar diaphragm {1 1/16" o.d. ) and valve
,_ system, Results are tabulated in Table 3-l.

_- The two Micro-Me motors were fitted with gear boxes which reduced

. the output shaft speed to such a low value that the pump moved air through

the system in pulses. However, previous experience with other un-_eared
" Micro-Me motors indicates that sufficient torque would be available to

drive the diaphragm direct.

Results of the Distler motor drive tests conducted at low pressures

- appear in Table 3-11. These data indicate that reasonable pumping speeds,

i.e., of the order of I to 2 cc/min, can be obtained at a pressuz'e of 0. 01

ATM. with a small diaphragm pump with a power expenditure of less than

250 row. An effective piston diameter of 2 in. moving with a peak amplitude

of approximately 0. I in. at a frequency of approximately I00 cps should
produce the desired flow at O. Ol ATM. Power distribution measurements

- indicate that approximately 143 mw of power is expended pumping air
through the humidity probe, pump and connecting tubing at 0. 03 ATM. at a

rate of 0. 8 cc/min while the motor, connecting linhage, and piston washer

- absorbed an additional 59 row. Careful design of the piston and drive

mechanism could reduce this loss to 40 mw or less; thus providing at least

_10 mw for n_overnent of the air assuming the maximum power available
-- is 250 row.

These tests clearly indicate that a DC electric motor can be used pro-

vided the permanent field magnets can be shielded and the motor components

can be modified to meet the environmental conditions. At the present time,

it appears that both these problems can be satisfactorily solved.

AC Solenoid-Permanent_ Magnet Drive:

The alternating magnetic field produced by AC power applied to a coil
was used to alternately pull and push a permanent ceramic magnet attached

to the pump diaphragm as shown in Fig. 3.9. Various coils and magnets
were used; however, significant results were obtained only with the coil and

magnet indicated. A maximum pumping speed of 60 cc/.n_in (room temp.

erature and pressure) was obtained with an expenditure of I watt in the
solenoid fitted with a soft iron core. Removal of the iron core reduced the

pumping speed by approximately 50%.

Test results clearly indicate that the loose magnetic coupling between

the solenoid and the magnet plus the wasted magnetic field at the opposite end
t

of the solenoid is basically an inefficient arrangement, and although it can

be improved upon, will not provide the proper pumping speeds at the

required power level. In addition, the magnetic field of the ceramic magnet

MR 162 FR-48 3.-6
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:_ TABLE 3o!

DC MOTOR DRIVE PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS

! Output
-. $baf*. Dph_sr_.

Dimen. Wt. Volts Speed Power Ampltd. Flow

_ _ h_._. (R_M)_ (_n_hes____)(M.L/MI_) .....Co_e.ts ,.
lVticro-Mo 9/16 x ] 0.5 1.5 64 70 0. 0_3 Pulse Pumping rate too

.. slow to obtain

"" " " " 3.0 120 510 0. 023 Pulse steady reading.
__ {Av. 60)

F

Micro-Mo 314 x I I. 0 I. 5 169 40 0.0_3 Pulse Pumping rate too
!_ (Av. 50) slow to obtain
-" steady reading.

: : BI _! fP IO
_ 3.0 341 178 0.02_ Pulse
_- (Av. 60}

_ Di_t_.e_ ] x 2 1/_ 2.75 1. S 1410 64 0. 023 160 Smooth flew
observed.

_, " " " 3.0 3160 _50 0. 023 200+ "

"" Note: All measurements were made at room _emperature and pressure.

,f

_m

MR 162 FR-48 3-7
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TABLE 3-11

-' DISTLER MOTOR DRIVE TESTS AT LOW PRESSURES

PUMPING SPEED

P_R.ESSURE VOLTAGE CURRENT POWER RPM CC/_'_

(ATM_ (yDC) . _ (MW) ----.- CorrectedtoSTP

.. O.Ol 4.5 45 20Z 4700 O. 0

,. 0.03 4.5 45 Z0Z 5700 0.8

O.07 4.5 _5 20Z 5ZOO IZ.0

. O. 1_ 3.0 80 240 Z700 23. 0

O. ZO 2.5 80 200 2300 36. 0

" Diarnetor of Diaphragm = I I/Z"
.- Diameter ofWasher Piston = 1 1/16"

Amplitude of Washer Piston = _ 0. 045"
Temperature = 80*F

>.

POWER DISTRIBUTION AT 0.03 ATM, PRESSUPE

CONFIGURATION RPM POWER (MW )

Complete System 5700 Z02

Humidity Probe Constriction Removed 5700 76

Mylar Diaphragm Removed 5700 59

Motor Only 5700 31

MR 162 FR._48 3-8 :
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_/ and the induced field of the iron core wou_i require substantial shleldin S to
"" reduce it to the required level of one gamma at a distance of four feet.

_. Both ceramic and Alnico magnets will retain their magnetic properties
"_ whon subjected to the various environmental conditions and therefore can
.. be used in other more efficient devices, Some of the important properties

of these two materials are listed in Table 3-11L

_. Linear Motion DC _oienoid:

_" Conventional linear motion DC solenoids were investigated in detail
_. because they can be constructed to use little power, make efficient use of
_ r the magnetic field produced by the coil, exhibit very small residual mag-

netic fields in the off condition, are smallj light weight, and production
- units presently on the shelf meet or exceed all environmental requirements,

Of the many solenoid manufacturers contacted, two_ had existing models
which meet the requirements, IMC Magnetics had two units in stock which

-- were purchased for testing purposes, Details of this model are given below
and in Fig. 3. l 0.

_I SPECIFICATIONS OF IMC SOLENOID 4SD819-3

i Voltage Range: 18 to 30 VDC

Current: Actuating 0, 030 amps at _.4 VDC at 78"F

.. Rated Force: Pull I0 grams _t 0. 030 stroke at 24 VDC at 78"F

Duty Cycle: Continuous

,. Temperature Range: _65"F to 165®F
Note: Can bake at 300"F and will operate at 21;_*F

"" for approximately one-half hour, Higher temperature
_. units can be produced with special materials,

o Weight: Unit 10 grams, Plunger 1 gram

"" This solenoid was attached to the diaphragm as shown in Fig. $. 1 l
and driven by a transistori_ed square wave oscillator shown in Fig, 3. 12.
Preliminary environmental temperature and voltage checks of the o_cillator

appear in Table 3-1V.

-_ * Cannon Electric and IMC M_gnetics Corporation.

.o
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TABLE 3-11I

MAGNETIC AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ALNICO V AND INDOX I

, ALNICO V INDOX I

Peak Energy Pr_l_ct 5. 25 0.8
• Bd H d(MAX) x l0

Reeidtml Induction 12.5 2.0

B_, (Kilogauss)

Coercive Force 600 I. 600w

H, (Oersteds)

. Ability to withstand Good Exceptional

demagnetizing fields

, Approximate Temperature l, 00O I, 800

permanently affecting
material, (*F)

Density (cb/cu. in. ) 0. 265 0. ]67

- Mechanical Properties Hard-*Brittle Hard.- Brittle

Electrical Resistivity 47 I 0 l_

- (Microhm-cm at ZS*C)

Ten_i._._ Strength 5_ 450 Low

- (Ib/sq. in. )

Shape Limitations Cast Pressed

Machinability Gr ir_d Only Grind Only

Iv_ 162 FR..40 $-10 _i
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TABLE 3-1%'

PRELIMINARY OSCILLATOR E:_VIKONMENTAL CHECKS

AMBIENT INPUT

TEMPERATUo_.E FKEQUENCY VOLTAGE FREQUENCY
] ,,,, , ,

..... Z0°C Z9.9 cps 15 VDC Z9.6 cps

+30'C 30.0 cps 24 VDC 30. 0 cps

+I00"C 30. Z cps 30 VDC 30_ 1 cps

+150®C 30.6 cps 30 VDC 30. I cps

Results of pump performance tests are shown in Fig. 3.13. Analysis

of these performance curves combined with operational knowledge gained

i during the mechanics of collecting the data leads to the following conclusions
and comments:

I. A linear DC solenoid can actuate the diaphragm pump at a power

level of less than ZS0 mw while maintaining a steady flow of at
least 100 cc/rnin at room temperature and pressure.

In particular, the LMC Magnetics model 4SD8_9-3 solenoid ha8

maintained a steady flow of 100 co/rain at room temperatureand pressure at 18 VDC with a duty cycle of 50% and an average

power consumption of 20Z row. This is increased performance

l over tha*, indicated in Fig. 3.13 and was accomplished byaddition of a plenum chamber- between the pump input and the

humidity probe (see Fig. 3. I I). "he volume of air in the ple-

num chamber acts as a filter to smooth differential pressurepulses which appear on the diaphragm d_ring the intake stroke,

If the pump looks directly into the humidity probe constriction

| then the diaphragm will be subjected to differential pressl_re
pulses sufficient to restrict its motion and thereby change the

pumping speed. In one particular test, the pumping speed was

increased from 60 cc/min to I00 cc/min by the addition of a

5 cc plenum chamber. This effect is peculiar to the solenoid

drive because of the critical dependence of the plun_er force

on the displacement of the plunger from the boa,tern position.

Without a plenum chamber the differential presfmre on the
diaphragm causes the plunger _o assume a new average

pobition further away from the bottom position in the solenoid.

_- The force on the plunger is thereby reduced, which res_its in

less plunger motion and consequently les_, pumping speed.

MK 16Z FR-48 3_11
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l Z. above, magnetic coupling plunger
As stated the be_een the

and coil a_mature is critically dependent upon plunger position,

requiring stiff supports between the diaphragm structure and

the solenoid case. The solenoid must be positioned while run-

ning to obtain optimum performance, and a clamping arrange-

, ment designed which does not shift the solenoid case during

the clamping operation.

3. Friction forces between the plunger and solenoid case have a

pronounced effect upon pumping speed, requiring accurate

alignment of plunger and case as well as polishing both sur-

, faces. Dry lubricants or coating the surfaces with teflon would

further increase pumping efficiency.4

4. Further development work on a solenoid specifically designed

for this purpose would produce improvements in pumping speed

with less consumption of power. Several possible approaches
are listed below:

a. Investigate various solenoid coil shapes to obtain maximum
magnetic field energy with the power available.

b, Contour the plunger and solenoid armature to obtain a more

linear stroke vs pull cur_.

c. Vent the volume contained by the armatur_ and plunger to

pre_ent enclosed air from compressing and thus retarding

, the mo_ion of the plunger.

d. Investigate the efficiency of dividing the input power

- between two opposed solenoids in order to drive the plunger

during both the input and exhaust stroke and thus eliminate
the return spring.

Acoustic Drive:

- Utilizing the well-known electro-mechanical energy conversion phcnom-

enon employed in acoustic speakers produced a pump driv_ unit that has
wide performance limits, reasonable efficiency and can be made to survive

more severe environmental conditions than those specified in this study.
Basic components of this drive unit are shown in Fig. 3.4. Fortunately,

a miniature commercial transistor radio speaker in the power range of
- 250 mw (Quam 2ZA0bZI00) was available and a modified version was used

for these performance tests.

" Because this approach showed promise over other techniques given

preliminary performance checks, more extensive tests were conducted.

16_ F11-48 3- l_,
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Complete curves were obtained for the original unmodified speaker, and

"" for a modified version in which three equal sections of the voice coil

-_ support were removed (Fig. 3.14). In all tests the speaker diaphragm
was completely removed. The resulting performance curves are shown

in Figures 3. 15 through 3o 23. Analysis of these curves combined with

-- additional background information are summarized as follows:

.Pumping Speed Controi:

Pumping speed can be controlled in a continuous smooth manner b7

varying the amplitude or the duty cycle of the oscillatory drive at a fixed

-- frequency. Both methods have been used in a serve loop to produce a steady
.. mass flow as the ambient pressure is lowered toward 0. I ATM, Amplitude

modulation gave greater control range and is used in the feasibility bread-

i board model. Transistor drive systems are designed to produce squarewaves since transistors are more efficient when operated in the on-off
switch mode than when operated in the proportional mode,

I Pumping speed cannot be cont_lled in a proportional manner by vary-

ing the drive frequency due to cor_bination of resonance effects, e, g.,

acoustic resonance of pump chamber and exhaust manifold, mechanical_esonance of voice coil, voice coil supports, and diaphragm-piston e.ystem,

resonance of flapper valves, and mechanical resonance of supports between

the driver magnet and the pump housing.

Pumping Speed at Low Pressures:

Pumping speed at low pressures, shown in Fig. 3.23, can be improved

by an order of magnitude by increasing the effective piston area and its

amplitude, The optimization of the diaphragm size discussed earlier inthis report was carried out at room temperature and pressure. Since the

density is a function of pressure and temperature and the viscosity is a

function of temperature, the optimization of the pump si_e and the arearatio of the washer piston will have to be accomplished in the expected

reduced pressure and temperature environment, The pressure differenti_ _.

_: appearing across the diaphragm is correspondingly reduced as the pressure
-- and viscosity are lowered, allowing the excursion of the diaphragm to

increase. The excursion of the diaphragm in the present breadboard model

"_ is limited by the voice coil support which is constant and independent of

-- pressure, thus limiting the pumping speed capabilities at low pressures,

i. e., below 0, 5 ATIM. A detailed discussion of this type pump driw withM

the chief engineer of acoustic transducers of Altec L_nsing Corporation

-- revealed that the Q_am driver we are using operates at an efficiency level

.. of approximately I% and that an acoustic voice coil specifically designed for

this application would operate at an efficiency el from 20_0 to 25°/0. Use of
- special magnets and magnetic circuit materi_tls would provide this increase

J
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in performance without appreciable inc1'ease in size or weight. In summary,
i he stated that designing such a unit i_ a _traigbtforward problem and would

,' not require technological advances in either materials or design.

A diaphragm pump of the type discussed in this report has experiment-

_.l!y A_v..._,.,,._-_*-A,._.,.Lh_t ;t can move the required amount _f air ,_,.,_,,S_ 6

- - MRI model humidity probe constriction (a tube 0. 015 in, L D. by 2 1/2 in.

.. long) and associated plumbing at low ambient pressures, e.g., 0, 03 ATIVi.

Detailed optimization of the pump at low ambient pressures and temperatures

will provide pumping speeds of I - Z c_/min at ambient pressures of 0. 01

ATM. over an operating temperature range oi 14"F to _158"F (-10_C to
+?0*C) with a power consumptiov_ of less than _50 row, Such an optimized

pump wo_Id be in the form of a disc approximately Z I/2 in, O, D. by 3/8 in.

thick and would weigh ]ess than I I/2 oz.

! " Such a pump could be driven by an electric motor or a voice coil

i_ driver. Sma1_ eHicient motors exist which can perform this task,

! _ ! ,It is necessary to investigate and then design a transmission and serve

! "" system which would allow control of the pumping speed while maintaining

I the motor at its peak operating efficiency. In addition, it would be neces-
sary to select new motor component materials so that it would survive the
sterilization environment as well as launch vehicle environment. Such a

! .. process consists of qualifying the existing design to meet rail specs which
i presents several engineering problems; however° such a task is well within

t "" the present state of the art and therefore does not present insurmountable

I difficulties. As stated previously, the voice coil driver is a straightforv:ard

i : engineering design problem that can be _olved with existing techniques. The

principal differences between these drivers centers around a balance of

• relative efficiency, environmental adaptability and reliability. A motor is
• J ,

_ : fundamenta]/y more efficient (40% or more vs a maximum voice coil
efficiency of 25°_); however, it is subject to bearing overlo_d due to launch

• vibrations, possible bearing lubrication changes occurring during the months

" of space travel| performance change of commutator brushes due to launch

environment and space travel, etc. Moving pa_ts of the voice cell driver

" utilize flexural type supports and _herefore are not subject t_ eliding or

I rolling frictional losses due to time or environment.

, : Further development work should be performed on both drivers before
i a selection can be :made to give the optimum of the two drives for a partic-

ular space vehicle system. The tests and considerations discussed here
_ show that either system c_,n have the desired pumping performance (sayI!

! i l0 co/rain of STP air at pressure ranges between O. l sad 0. 01 atmos-

pheres) at the required power and weight l_vels.

i MB. 167- FR-48 3,- l_
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" THE READOUT SYSTEM

It was decided that the readout system should indicate continuously and

should adequately cover a range from about 1/6 ppm to 90 ppm while putting

I out 0 to 5 volts. When the cell reliability, at moistu_ ]eve!_A below " pp.,n
l is better demonstrated, the readout system can be giv,_n appropriately more

sensitivity.

Attention was given to readouttechniques which could partially overcome

moisture sensor limitations, but these techniques seemed too complex to

employ at this time when the sensor limits have not been completely deter-

mined. One method to minimize the unknown background leakage curren_

was to integrate moisture in the sensor; this involved leaving the voltage

off of the for and then the current when
sensor a period measuring pulse

the voltage was turned on again. Another method was to subtract out

I electronically any initial leakage current.
t

A nonlinear readou_ system has been provided in the breadboard model
which puts out 0 to 5 volts D.C. for a moisture range considered represen-

tative° With solid state techniques it is a straightforward matter to treat

the input current levels of the moisture cell, to provide whatever non-

linearit 7 may be desired, and to handle any reasonable output impedance

I levels desired. Since the optimum input current range has not been
determined, since the telemetering output impedance level has not been

i exactly specified, and since the data handling capability of the data trans-mission link has not been establiehed_ the fi_l readout system could not be

designed. The one provided demonstrates the feasibility of one approach.

Figure 4. I shows the important features of the circuit: simply, the
cell and a resistive element in serie_ across _ _4-volt battery, with the

output taken across the resistive element. The passive resistive element

includes a network of resistors and diodes, as shown in Fig. 4. 2 . The

100-ohm resistor serve0 as overload protection in case the moisture cell

d_aws excessive current as it gets _dried out' (presumably this is only a
factor when the cell is tested or demonstrated at the high moisture contents

on earth, not in operational use). The 6.8 V silicon Zener diode IN3016

l keeps the output voltage from getting unne;_ssarily large. The otherresistors and silicon diodes provide the nonlinea_city _s shown in Fig. 4. 3 .

At a gas flow rate of 4. 5 cc/min of STP air, the 'microamperes' abscissa

can be interpreted as pa_'ts per million of water vapor. Because of thenonlinearity, the unit is more sensitive at low moisture value_ titan at high
moisture values. At low values, an output change of 0. I volt corresponds

to a variation of moisture level of 0. 16 ppm; at high values, an outputchange of 0. I volt corresponds to a variation of 3. ? ppm, 23 times less

sensitivity. A d_ta transn_ission accuracy o_ one part in 50, roughly six
!

L
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._ bits of information, here covers levels from 0.16 to 97 ppm, about 2ol/2
decades.

_ The power consumption of the output circuit is negligible; at 100 micro°

amperes, it is 2.4 milliwatts. If a lower output impedance is required, the
Philbrick P-65 silicon amplifier as demonstrated shows that a lower

_. impedance level can be obtained at low drift with practical size, weight,

and power consumption. The P-65 here puts out 0 to 5 volts through 5000

-_ ohms, while consuming about 70 milliwatts. Its weighL without case, is just
._ a couple of ounces, and it is small. The P-65, which is not considered part

of the breadboard, shows that the desired output level can be handled by

_ simple, standard techniques. An 'ultimate' design could thus utilize

comparable techniques, altho_,_bprobably some of the nonlinearity would be

put into the feedback elements of the operational amplifier, and also even

I less power consumption can be provided. Such a design can readily go downtwo orders of magnitude in sensitivitylevel compared to the demonstrated
unit ifde sired.

I For demonstrations at typical earth atmosphere moisture levels, the

sensor current wiU be on the order of I0 or 20 milliamps; for such cases

I itis convenient to put a 100-ohm resistor across the passive element outpu_
so that 5 volts output corresponds to 50 milliamps.

|
1
4

!
t
I
I
!
1
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THE POWER SUPPLE

One of the goals of the program was to obtain an instrument which
would t_t_erate with a total power requirement of no more than 500 row.

We believe the system designed is capable of being built to satisfy this

specification, although the feasibility breadboard which was delivered

requires more power than that,

The largest power requirement is for the pump drive electronics.
These circuits were hurriedly assembled at the end of the program

,, without being designed for optimum efficiency. As a result, they are

using much more power than ie necessary. For example, in the feasi-
_ bility breadboard at maximum-, pumping rate' there are 750 mw being

supplied to the output transistors driving the output transformer in the

voice coil pump drive. Only 180 mw is reaching the voice coil itself,

partly because of mismatch of the output impedances. This poor efficiency

I can be greatly improved with a consequent saving.
power

Although the goal of 500 mw can be met, there might be substantial

I- advantages if more powez were made available. The design of the pump

is largely determined by the amount of power available. If more power
were available a much larger volume of air could be pumped. This would

i have two important advantages; permit operation
it would the of the

instrument at higher altitudes above the Martian surface, and it would

permit higher flow rates through the sensor, thus effectively increasing

[_ its sensitivity. It wol_ld also permit othe_ pump desists to 0e considered,
which might be less efficient but perhaps would be smaller in size.

I The breadboard model operates from a dry battery power pack. Four

-6,and +2.7. No special effort was

made at this sta_e to eliminate the requirement of any of them. This islargely a problern of electrouir, circuit design, and it may well be that
several of them could be eliminated in future circuits. It should be pointed

i out that in the figures given in this report on weights and powers, no con-si_leration was given to possible weight or power reqtxirements of circuit
t_c_rnponents which might be required if it were necessary to get these volto

I s _rom a single 26 VDC supply. However, this is not believed to be a,us problem, and considerable Jimplification is doubtless possible here.
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._ THE FEASIBILITY BREADBOAItD
i Ji Ji. i 1,_

GENE'_AL

.... The feaBibi]ity breadboard has been designed and con_trmc_ed only to

test and demonstrate feasibility of the system components. It has r >_,

been designed, for instance: to withstan_ _eri!_=_t!on _ra;ure-,,

Attached to the central system package is a box containing the bat_ry

power supply. These units are _hown in the photograph Fig. 6. _, The
power supply provides +24, +6, -6, and +_. 7 volts from dry batteries.
/n a later _del efforts would be made to utilize the basic 24 volts a_ail-

able and t_ereby reduce the power and weight consumed by DC to DC
cones _ r8.

_. The central system package consists of three decks or tiers, The

bottom deck contains the nonlinear output circuitry and pc_tentiometers

-" for makin_ various adjustments_ The second, or middle, deck contains

_ the system electronics| flow seres, heater seres, flc_v sen_o1' b_i_ge
_'esistors, and pump oscillat_r. The top deck coutains the pump, pump
drive ay_d flow sensor. Unless mounted elsewhere for a test, the moisture

_ cell is mounted above the flow sensor.

"" The bre_iboard model can be moun_-_ on a vacuum jar plate. Through

. this plate passes _,_ ,_quired electrical leads with multiple pin connectorw

between _e basic system unit and the power supply unit. The sensor out-
" put appears ac._o_s the labeled terminals on _he power supply box in the

_ fo_'m of a non-l_near voltage. The lower of the two toggle switches turns

on the power for all components except the mois_re cell. The _pper

_" switch controls the power for the mols_ure cell.

OPER AT ION

With the power switches in ON position the system will be operating.
One minute should be allowe,l for the flow sensor to heat up to operating

temperature. With the system opera_ing_ various adjustments can be made

by adjusting the several potentiometers on the bottom deck. These controls
i will be discussed in order of left to right as you face the adjustment enc] Of

the row of potentiometers.

I. The lef_most potentiometer changes the balanc_ of the flow sensor

brt_tge circuit. The potentiometer is located electrically on the sensing
"' thermistor side of (he brid_eo If an indication of the bridg_ balance is

:_: required, a 25 or _0 microamp meter with about 7000 ohms resistanc_

may be placed acro,,s the _wo outside insulated leads from the flay sensor

_: which are connected to pin_ on the _o_ deck. When there is no air passing

_ through the flow sensor then the bridge is not in balanco. If this imbalance
is to be checked, szmply pull loose the air Line bet,veen the pump and the

" flow sensor. Pinching this line is ales possible, but care mu_t be taken

! to see to it that all passage is blocked.
6-I
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I Since the bridge is balanced when the system is operating_ the flowrate at which the brh_ge is balanced may be increased by increasin_ the

bridge imbalance when there is no _ow. This is done by mounting an

I external flow meter in the system _nd increasing the pumping rate by
turning the bridge potentiometer. Once set, the flow will remain constant
and a meter re_ding of the bridge should show a continual zero,

|
A possible error that can be encountered is caused by the fact that

the flow aensor can "see" an al_ernating airflow u well as a s_eady one
| way airflow. This can be caused, for instance, if the intake valve in thes

pump is not fully closing on the cor_pression stroI_. A simple ch_ck is
to pinch off the air flow upstream of the flow sensor. H the pump does

I not to full and the to its imbalance then thego output bridge go position,
_low sensor is seeing an alternating airflow.

I The second the left ntiometer controls the
from po_ temperature

of the flow sensor case. The flow sensor should operate somewha_ warmer
than the msxin_um exlwcted ambient temperature. It is important to note

i that any readjustment of the temperature will require readjustment of the
flow with the leftrnost potentiometer.

Before turning the potentiometer, connect a 500 milliamp meter into
the heater power circuit. Do this by disconnecting the yellow minus 6 volt

i lead in the power supply and placing the meter in series between the leadand the battery. With this meter connected you can see the effect made on
the heater. When the flow sensor is cold, it will require a few seconds to

I heat and the current will be about 300 milliamps. Once the operatingternpersture has been reached the current will drop down to a few tens of

milliamps. The current win, of course, depend on the thermal insulation

I of the flow sensor. //the temperature is to be reduced, turn the poten-tiorneter screw counterclockwise. Allow the sensor to cool (holding it
between your me, st fingers will speed the p_'ocess) until the Current comes

up again and see if this is the desired temperature. Repeat until thedesired setting is reached. To raise the temperature simply turn up the
heat a quarter turn, wait until the current comes clown and check, and

repeat if necessary. The process of bringing heat up instead o_ down isquicker.

I 3. The third potentiometer controls the balance of the serve ampli-fier. It should be adjured so that the system operates with the flow bridge
close to zero. Naturally any adjustment of this control requires a n_ter

across the flow bridge as described in the paragraph about the bridgebalance potentiometer. I_ is not necessary that the bridge be exactly on
zero as long as the amplifier balance does not change while in operation.

I 4. This potentiometer in the center controls the pump serve ampli-
fier gain. Normally the system wLll operate with gain at a maximum.

6.>
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_ Occ.elonally, however, it may be desirable to reduce the gain for such
'_ studies as serve stability.

-: 5. This potentiometer_ third f_oom the right, is part of the n_zative
.. feedback lao_ in the serve amplifler. It should be adjusted to obtain serve

stability in the operating range des:_,ed.

6. The potentiometer second from the right c_-*-ols the frequency
of the pump oscillator. It should not be adjusted w_,_ the aid of an

_ oscilloscope as the wave symmetry will be affected°

7, The far right potentiometer controls the symmetry of the wave
_ form c_f the signal to the pump. When the frequency is adjusted the signal
!. may no I.qnger be properly symmetrical, With an oscilloscope the wave

form may easily be corrected with this control,

-. Moisture Cell:

i _ Supplied with the moisture cell is a sho_t piece of stainless steel
- tubing with a tube fitting attached. This tubing may be inserted carefully

into the receiving end of the moisture ceU so that it may be attached to

_i dry air producing apparatus, The outpost of the moisture cell is discussed
-- in Section I, but as a general rule it may b_ stated that the electrical

current through the cell is I microamp per milligram per kilogram for
every 4.5 cc of air flow per minute.

Test Suggestions_

-- The breadboard feasibility model has been designed and constructed

_ only to demonstrate the feasibility of the system in meeting the require*
_r ments of the task of measuring moisture in the at_-nosphere of Mars. Such
i. problems as temperature and weight, which can obviously b_ met by
.o standard techniques, have not necessarily been met in this breadboard
; model. Some tests, however, ms, y be made to demonstrate nonotsndard

° abilities. These abilities lie chiefly in the characteristics of the moisture
.. cell and the pump including the serve syst_mo Some of these testsare

enumerated below:

,. Moisture Cell

"" 1. Temperature
m

_. Operate the moisture sensor to see that it works properly
:i over the desired range of ambient temperature.

7. Moisture Indication

There are two ways to introduce g gas carrying moisture to
the cell. First, using the tube fitting supplied, simply connect a pressure

|i supply to the cell at a known rate and take the measurements. The other.
.:_ and preferable system is to have a relatively large tube carry the gas

6-3
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p_st the sensor and let the pump system draw the correct amount Luto

the cell. This latter method has the great advantage of avoidin_ ahuse

moisture gradient across the cell casing, The major difficulty will be
obtaining the proper known dryness of the carrier gas. Section I of

this report discusses this problem at considerable length.

Care must be taken not to have a change in temperature cause ach_mge in water vapor in the carrier gas. if a cold bath technique is

employed, wholly denatured alcohol is a good bath liquid an_ can be

I cooled to temperatures yielding moisture contents of a few parts perbillion, Only stainless steel has been found to be satisfactory for

conducting the gas and even that is not as good as is desired.
I

Pumpin,,syste .m

A most important test is measuring pumpinF cepacity against_ decreasing pressures. A pellet flow gauge of sufficient capacity may
be used to check the correctness of flow, A gauge going to about 1000 cc

i per minute should be used. Run the pump0 decrease the pressures andcheck the pellet gauge. A correction factor for ambient pressure will be
required to calculate the _esulting mass flows. Watch out for acoustic

resonance effects in the gas lines which may radically affect pumping- rate s.

The simplest test would seem to be to measure the current out of

l the various batteries to obtain wattages. In the case of the flow heater,tb_ power will be decreased tf the sensor is embedded in a thermal
insulator.

[

[
[
[
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-'_ SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS

--F

This section contains some general discussions of problems relating

to adapting the M_.i moisture instrument to installation in the space v_hicle

instrumentation package.

,, Size_.:

While the breadboard constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of the

; development is smaller than the specified goal of 500 co, it would be

-- possible to reduce the size even more with routine engineering improve-
ments if this were found to be desirable. Without the use of molecular

electronics, the serve circuits could be reduced to half their present

volume. The biggest item that would be difficult to reduce is the pump,

.. but some shrinkage is possible. It would seem that a volume of 150 to
_ 200 cc would be relatively easy to attain.

"_ Like volume, the weight of the feasibility breadboard was well under

_. the goal of one pound, Perhaps the I I ounce breadboard weight could be

reduced by Z0%, but beyond this would be quits difficult.

. ,. Installation:

Considerable flexibility in the installation and mounting of the parts

of the moisture instrument is possible° For example, the servo amplifiers

_ and re_4out electronics can be located remotely from the other parts. The
moisture sensor should be located so that it connects to a duct to the out-

_. side in such a way as to minimize wall eHects in the duct, The very dry

duct walls will absorb moisture and cause an erroneous reading if this

precaution is not taken. This problem would exist for any type of sensor

- and must be considered in the design of the instrument capsule. The flow-

meter and the pump can be separated from the moisture sensor if this is

necessary. However, since the pump wo_Id be designed to work most

_,. efficiently with a particular plumbing arrangement, this must be known in

advance, i_f possible. The pump exhaust must be connected to a static
source on the capsule so that the pump will operate properly. The inlet

-- to the moisture sensor must also be in a position which will not experience

_. positive pressure beyond that provided by the pump, since the pump is not
a valve and cannot shut off excessive flow, The location of these inlets can

_ be determined by the application of ordinary aerodynamic computations,
_ however.

i_ MR 162 FR-48 ?-I
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Power:ii IIIII

As pointed out in a previous _ectlon. the opezation of the instrume_would be improved if more _ver were made _vailable. The unit le
designed to operate off DC _ower. but if other sources were available they

could be used with some slightly higher weights. The instrument e_l__¢t_'oni¢design needs to be integra_d with the exact power source available a*, an
early stage of the development if maxlmumsimplicity a_i eco_¢_my of power

are to be achieved.

Alternate System:

If some other variables were Imown from computations o_ measure-
ments, it would be possible to build an extremely simple system, For

exam_le if the rate of descent were knownj the moisture sensor could beconnected so that the flow of gas through it wo_,id be caused by the falling
of the instrument capsule through the Martian atmosphere. This would

eliminate the flGwmeter, its serves and the pump and its serVOo Power_weight and number of parts would be reduced by 80% to 90_o. Such a
device is so simple that it might well be considered in any case as a back-

i_ up for the regular moi,ture instrumento

[
[_
[_
I_
[.

[_

[

i
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_i .--.--RECOMMENDED,_FUTURE WO_K

" Since the work described in this report, and the _easibility breadboard
,_ delivered, indicate that all the major requirements for a moisture measur-

o,,,,v.t_.... cnn b_ met or e_.eed_d by ........
device, considerationshould be given to the further steps necessary to

-. provide such a device for an actual Martian probe. This might well consist
. of two major steps; first an engineering program which would result in the

delivery of an engineering prototype, and second, th_ design and production
_ of the final models fo_ the space vehicle. The first of these steps will be

discu_,sed in the following paragraphs.

_ GENERAL

We should first define what we mean by an engineering prototype. This
- would he an operatin S model of the instrm_ent whlch in size, weight, con-
_' figuration and performance would be as identical to a final model as it

would be possible to specify at the time of its construction. It would be
_ capable of operating under all the expected environmental conditions,
_ including sterilization, and would subsequently be tested under these con-

ditioa_. The main likely differenc_ between it and the final model for
_: installation on the actual vehicle would be in its mechanical lay-out. The
_ exact location and size of ducts in the overall lviartian instrument package

will have some effect on _e performance of the moisture meter, and while
_ the moisture meter can be adapted to a wide variety of such lay-outs, it is

supposed that these might not be finally specified at the time this engineering
prototype would be under construction.

_! The engineering prototype would be the _-esult Of an engineering
development program based on improvements made on the feasibility

_" breadboard already delivered. _/_ost of these improvements could be
:_. carried out rather rapidly, if necessary, by parallel enginoerin i efforts

on the several components of the MRI moisture system. It should be

pointed out, however, that becaus_ of the difficulties described in Section 1
:: relating to se_ting up and operating a test and calibration system at th_se

very low moisture levels, there would of necessity be a good many mouths
ii of testing required to prove-in the operation of the sensor and the whol_
_ system at the lowest moisture level_. The drying out process just cannot

be reliably hurried, and the time which must elapse between readings can
i _ be days in many instances, l_ should be noted that this is a characteristic
_ of tests ofa_ moisture _ensor operating _t these low levels, and is not a

characteristic of the MRI device. Our experience has indicated that any
If p_oceoe which seems to sp_ed up this procedure must h&ve the most
: critical scrutiny to make sure that spurious effects are not inadvertently

introduced.

1
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The program which MRI would pursue in this engineering development

Ii is discussed in outline below, broken down by system components.

CALIBRATION METHODS

f, The difficulties encountered with moisture sinks and sources in the

r- standard _as. supply would be further inv,,stlg_tAA._........... The ..ff=c _. :f ..v...-.j_,""""-

[ platings or mechanical modification of the inner walls of the stainless
tubing would be investigated, and other materials would also be tested.
Possible elimination of wall effects by various combinations of d_;ct size

Ii and aerodynamic variations in flow pa_terns would be explored. The
possible elimination of the long t/me delays when changing moisture levels

- in a single set of tubing would be investigated by trying multiple sources
of different moist_re levels to see if these c_n be switched or valved to the
sensor under test without introducing extraneous effects. At present we

I" know of no better control of moisture level than cold t_aps, but ff o_her
schemes are possible they would be tried. This work on calibration method_
would be the most time consun_ng part of _e engineering Investlga_Aon.

l-
SENSOR

" While we believe that the present form of the sensor will be adequate,

some additional work should be done on the effect of P_O_ coating thickness
and the method of applyins the coating. Possible increasing of the i,peed
and efficiency of the chemical reaction by operat!n_ _he sensor at an

__ elevated temperature would also be inve6ttgated. The effect on the time
constant and sensitivity of various parameters such as size, length _md
flow rate through the sensor would also be tested+ Much of this work wmdd

.. depend upon the successful p_oduction of the standard moisture source at
these levels, so this would of necessity be performed in the la_er stages of
the calibration investigation discussed in the preceding paragraph. The
final design of a satisfactory sensor seems reasonably well assured.,
howeyere

_ FLOWMETER

I/power were a critical item_ and sufficient time an_ money were
;. available, work might be done on the AC heated and temperature compen-

sated flowmeter, The present unit works satisfactorily° however, s_.ndif
power supply considerations were held the same, or relaxed somewhat,
no great _ount of work on the flowmeter would be necessary.

PUMPING SYSTEM

This would be a two-_onged attack on the diaphragm pump and i_
drive unit. The first step would b_ to optimise the diaphragm pump for

-- the p_rticula_v pumpin_ speed, constrlct/ons, plumbing, pressure,

8-_
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;t

l
I etc. that would be encountered. Measurement of the

temperature,

characteristics of this pump would then allow the design of a driver to

meet these particular characteristics.

I
The initial work would then consist of attaching a force trav.sdt_cer to

the push-pull rod activating the diaphragm of a te__t p,____npde_!_d frc rn

information supplied by this report, and proceeding with an op_i_ni_,_ion
program to _-ovide the desired pump speed at the desired preDsure and

i temperature. This would consist of obtaining families of curves relatingpush-pull forces, d,splacements, and time with various diaphragm-washer
and piston relationships, flapper valve, pump chambers, intake and exhaust

manifold size and shape, etc, Such a program would produce a maximumefficiency pump with known input requirement, e.g, power, force, dis-

placement, frequency, pumping speed, control characteristics, resonance

effects9 etc. A drive system could then be designed to meet these partic-ular requirements. A dual appro&ch utilizing existing non-rail spec

electric motors and a specially designed voice coil driver would then be

instigated to determine relative performance and efficiency. If bothdriver systems sL_rvived this program, then a detailed reliability ctudy

program would be made to select the system which had the greatest reli-

ability when integratecl into the instrument package. Particular attentionwould be given to the problems of acoustic resonance in the pipin8 of the

final system, since this has a marked effec_ on the overall opera_:ion of

the pump. Advantage would be taken of resonance effects whenever possible.

READOUT CI_CU ITS

-- Presumably the telemetering impedance and other characteristics

would be defined by this time by _PL nnd the final design of the non-linear

output circuits could be made to conform with these requirements° This

is not considered to be other than a straightforward electronic circuit

exercise, and bo no great difficulty or time is expected to be _equi_edo

-- POWER SUPPLY

It is assumed that by this time the final power supply ch_racteristicc

for the vehicle instrument package will be known, and the moisture meter

will be tailored to fit these requirements. Here again, this is expected to

be a routine electronic engineering job. It should be pointed out, however,

- that if more power were available for the moisture unit, for example one

watt instead of I/_ watt. the operation and reliability of the unit would be
4,

_ greatly improved. This should be known as early a_ possible, however,
*" in order to reap the maximum benefit in the engineering design.

8-3
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I SERYOS

The two electronic servo Lnplifiers and the pump oscillator would be

l rede0ign_d to incorporate transistors high temperature
silicon _r_d

components to withstand the expected enviromnento _,_,'Aeci_ct_t_$ wm_ld

{ _Iso be r_chanic _l|y redesigned in to a more or less final confi_ration
] for the final operational model. This is not expected to be a rnsjo_ t_sko

[ SYSTEM INTEGIIAT ION
I

Throughout the engineering development work contemplated in this
, further program, consideration would be given to the integration of the

moisture meter instrument in the final overall instrument package. The
extent to which this could be effective!y done would be dependent upon
how well frozen is the final system package at thio stage, The h_q,I
moistL_re instrument is quite flexible in this regard, but advantage should
be taken of all systems specifications ao they become known, to minimize
last minute desisn changes in the final model to be installed in the space
vehicle.

POSSIBLE MINIMUM SYSTEM

In Section ? s possible simplified systen_ was mentioned which would
need neither flow sensor or pump. It would depend upon the descent of

. the instrument package to provide the air flow. If the air speed _uring
descent were computed, and the viscosity estimated, the flow through a
moisture sensor on the instrument package could be computed. H other

_ parameters such as temperature and pressure are meaBured or c_n be
inferred, an alternate arrangement would be to have a flask or _ r tank
open to the outside air through the moisture sensing cell. As the instru-
ment capsule descended the air would flow _hrough the sensor into the
tank as in a standard rate-of-climb instrument. This also would permit
a continuous moisture measurement without flowm_ter, servo, or pump,
An instrument designed using either of the above techniques would be
very simple and reliable and might weigh as little as two or three ounces
and require only Z5 or 50 milliwatto of power. It should certainly have
serious consideration as a back-up for any other moisture measuring
ins tr ume nt.

_- TIME SCHEDULE

All of the above work could be carried out in a sLy-month period,

• the pro_ec_s were performed in parallel, except f_r the development of
the calibra*ion a_l test technique. We bel/eve this will require a minimum
of eight months, although with additional support to permit some parallel

"- effort here, this might be compressed somewhat if necessary to meet a
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, particular shooti_ schedule lead-time. A ten to twelve month program
at a lower level of effort might produce better results than a more

hurried and equally expensive six to eight month program, since it woult_

o give more time for thorough _ests on f:he calibration _ystem.

4"

We would be glad to discuss further detailQ of this proposed

-- program with the JPL staff at any time. We feel that the work performed

so far by IVIRI c_: _hi_ project indicates that the further investigation

leading to an engineering prototype of this moisture meter would be very
_ worth while.

i:
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' [. Ti_BULATION OF RESULTS

l
• I Demonstrated Projected After "Ultimate" After

: Item Ex_ime_nt Breadboard Development _nt

- MOISTURE SENSOR 3 3 0, 5 0.01

Threshold
• in PPM

FLOWMETER 0.01 0.01 0.O1 0.01

- rMinimum Operating
Pressure in

Atmospheres

:PUMP

. {Motor driven)
Flow Rate in cc/min O. 8 4.5

• [_ At Ambient Pressure " "
in Atmospheres 0.03 0.05

.. PUMP

'Voice Coil driven)

Flow Rate in cc/min 3 5 4o 5
" At Ambient Pressure

in Atmospheres [ O. 1 O, 5 O. 05

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Flowmeter Bridge 80 80 80Flowmeter Heater _ !%0 120 I0

Pump & Servo Drive 910 910 400

- WEIGHT (Ounces) II II 8 4

[_ DIMENSIONS(Inches) 31313 31313 ] Zl_X% d--3(Cylinder)h= I

i
I
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